Job Description
Chief Knowledge Officer
#
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Designation
Chief Knowledge Officer
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Parameter
Name of
Position
Reports to
Location
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Tenure

Full Time, on Contractual/ Deputation basis (11 months),
Extendable to one year based on performance)
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Target Profile

Functional/ Technical Knowledge & Management Skills

Chief Executive Officer
Pune

 Ability to build innovative use case in a city environment
focusing on citizens’ requirements/ Problems
 Ability to build strong technical knowhow in the team.
Technical Skill
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Responsibilities

 Understanding of ICT operation in a Smart City/Command and
control system/ city wide ICT infrastructure environment.
 Good knowledge of integration of various technologies and
Applications in ICT domain from disparate sources with varying
standards.
 Understanding of emerging technologies and frameworks like
IOT, Big data analytics, Artificial Intelligence, Block Chain,
cyber security, etc and developing innovative & smart urban
based on above.
 Extensive knowledge of data/ network security, Software
applications in e-governance, Voice/ Video/ data domain.
 Support other divisional heads in project implementation by
reviewing technical design specifications and blue prints and
ensuring that specifications meet the sector and specific
objectives of the project
 Receive and respond to feedback, ideas and concerns related to
ICT and governance service provisioning in Pune, from various
stakeholders, including general public.
 Responsible for successful execution of ICT initiatives and
provide technical leadership in managing ICT operations of the
Smart city including long-term sustenance.
 Define city objectives by analyzing user requirements
envisioning functionalities and outcome through smart urban
solution.
 Responsible for ensuring alignment of SPV’s ICT investments
with business objectives.
 Develop Strategy, KPIs & road Map for assessment of
technological performance of smart urban Solutions for delivery
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Parameter
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Eligible Age
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Qualification &
Experience

Designation
of civil services, in compliance with prevailing policies,
guidelines and standards.
 Demonstrate expertise to utilize & share relevant knowledge and
provide advisory support to SPV on various digital solutions,
technology interventions and best practices.
 Lead technical team in designing, developing and managing
smart city solutions considering Technology advancements and
fitment to India context including integrating various
applications.
 Execution & Monitoring of ICT projects on-going/planned in the
city
 CEO have the authority to add/delete roles & responsibility of
CKO
The incumbent should be an adult not more than 65 years of age.
Essential Qualification & Experience
 Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science/ Electronics/ IT or
Equivalent, or
 MCA or equivalent.
 Minimum 10 years of relevant experience in strategizing,
developing and implementing, programs of digital solutions.
Desirable Qualification & Experience
 Master’s Degree in Computer Science/ Electronics/ IT or
equivalent from a recognized university or Institute.
 Additional Certification and/ or MBA will be an added
advantage.
 1 year of working/supporting GOI/ State Government/ ULB or
similar institutional environmental in need to end implementation
of ICT centric e-governance/ Mission mode projects.
 Demonstrated capabilities to act as a business leader
 Fluency in English, excellent written/verbal communication skills
is required.
 Knowing local language is preferable.
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Salary

Rs 1,00,000- Rs 1,50,000 per month depending upon the basis of
relevant qualification & Experience

